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Rinri Project Newsletter III, Mystery of the Stone Edition, Volume 1, No. 4
Special Issue: Way of Conduct Complete, AC-CA Plate Shift
View from the Throne: Who We Are and What Happens Next
“The proper motivation should be to remove all sentient beings, all of whom at one point or
another have been our mothers, from their temporary suffering and the sources of suffering by
using the practice - the experience and realization of practice - to establish all beings on the level
of complete awakening. This is the motivation that should be set and maintained for any practice.”
— Yangthang Tulku, Dzogchen: View, Meditation and Conduct, p.4.

1. Way of Conduct Complete - Did We Learn Anything?
Some eight years ago, a wondrous new revelation entitled 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, Sixteen year
Cube of the Law was introduced to the world. Appropriately enough, its world premier occurred at a
press conference in preparation for an international UFO Conference in San Jose, Costa Rica, during the
Planetary Moon of the Self-existing Storm Year, the fourth year of Prophecy. Its presentation to the world
was accompanied by a massive solar flare, the first one in exactly 91 days - seven wavespells or thirteen
weeks. The earlier flare occurred at precisely the beginning of the transmission of the 20 Tablets.
When you study the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, it is amazing to think that they were received,
transcribed and a prototype produced on a computer in that brief an interval of time - 91 days - a
precisely timed interlude set within the parentheses of two solar flares. This tells us that there was
a supreme urgency for this transmission to reach the Earth at this time. After all, the main practice
of the 20 Tablets is that of cubing the codon, the telepathic correction of the frequency matrix of
the terrestrial DNA. In light of the urgency with which the Tablets were received and prototyped, it
is interesting that they have only been formally produced in Brazil and Japan. There has never been
a published English edition of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time. As a result many people hardly even
know about them. Why is this? Read on.
Based on the Telektonon sixteen-day sequence (days 7-22) within the center of the Telektonon grid, the
Cube of the Law describes a cycle of sixteen years -1997-2013 - in which each day/cube position is the
equivalent of one year. Sixteen years is 832 weeks which define a very tight sequence that corresponds
to the 13-stage permutation sequences of each of the 64 DNA codons: 64 x 13 = 832 = 16 x 52 weeks.
In its intricate design of fractal time, the sixteen years divide into two great cycles or “Ways” - the AC
Aboriginal Continuity or “Way of Conduct,” and the CA Cosmic Awareness or “Way of Wielding Power.”
These two Ways correspond to the activation of the two great hemispheres of the Psi Bank known as
the Planetary Manitou, the great guardian being or consciousness of Earth. The Planetary Manitou’s
twin halves are a mirror symmetry, the matching internal circuitry of which defines two Ways. Each
Way spans eight years - that’s 32 codons or 416 (32 x 13) weeks/permutation sequences for each Way.
This Blue Crystal Storm year, the AC Planetary Manitou-Way of Conduct, is complete.
What does this mean, then, that the Way of Conduct is complete? Was there something we were
supposed to learn during this cycle, something about our conduct? What have we learned? Or have we
as a species lost our capacity to learn?
Think back to where you were eight years ago. Think back to where the planet was, eight years ago?
Quite a while back, it might seem. The information implosion since then has increased both the
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acceleration and the density of time. So while it seems there is far less time and things are going
faster, the increase in information has in-densified this acceleration - eight years easily seems eight
life times ago. This accelerated densification has had a cumulative effect on human consciousness.
The world mind and world soul are totally numb. Because the third dimensional brain is now saturated
with information, genuine novelty is virtually impossible. In fact the world mind is actually going in
reverse - it’s gone retro! Thank the Internet for being a major contributing factor to this situation. The
Internet was scarcely two years old eight years ago when the 20 Tablets were delivered to the world.
This acceleration-densification syndrome, or atrophy of consciousness, has affected virtually
everyone on Earth. In addition to the Internet there is the cellphone virus. Cell phones everywhere!
These miniature wireless devices also contribute to the deterioration of consciousness. By allowing
information signals to be instantaneously received and accessed at any moment of the day, the
individual is capable of being immediately disconnected from the Now. More and more members
of the species are walking up and down the streets, eating in restaurants or driving their cars
while talking to electronic vibrations which their brains perceive as someone important out there
someplace, quite possibly doing the same thing on another cell phone. The cell phone radically robs
your consciousness from the present moment. If you are doing something else while talking on the cell
phone, it is only a ghost robotically performing learned activities, like driving or loading groceries into
the car. Since the species has little collective self-reflective capacity, either, it plunges headlong into
its own self-created, self-absorbed madness.
This cyber-densification means mental numbness, the eclipse of consciousness that precedes the
onset of death. Acceleration of densification means that we are speeding in a gathering loss of
collective consciousness to a doom that recapitulates the catastrophe on previous world systems.
So it is no wonder that the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time have not been published in the English
language. Few are there any longer with the attention span or the capacity to grasp a systematic
process that engages the whole being in a means of redemption. Nor does any one, understandably,
seem to have the capacity to produce the economic resources for something that is out of their
range of understanding.
So despite the Law of Time, which has placed a very pure, scarcely detectable stream of
consciousness on the evolutionary fast track, the increase in population, machinery and information
have all but negated the effects of the Law of Time, at least in the visible realm. As a result, our
conduct is no better, or actually even worse, than it was eight years ago. For instance:
The Dreamspell - Law of Time should not be used for fame or for personal gain, and the perfection of
its codes should be respected - nothing should be added or taken from the original form. But many
people are confused. They think their interpretations supersede the originals, and then think that
they can parlay their interpretations into the facsimile of being original, and from that make a profit
or gain fame. Or they will take from the original, and create something “new,” while discarding the
original. They say, “it is too hard for other people to understand so I am making it simpler and better
for them.” Marketing then gets into this process and marketing can make people believe in anything
but the truth. This is not good conduct.
Most people are unwilling to really take a look at themselves and would rather blame their
circumstances on the behavior of others. This is the essence of victim thinking which pervades the
world and is actually at the root of the “War on Terrorism.” Or people will use the behavior of others
as an excuse to not deepen their own commitment or support of something that actually requires
great effort. People would rather focus on the entertainment of talking about other people’s lives
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and faults rather than focus on their own self-development. Or people simply cannot withstand the
onslaught of the darkening information implosion, and what seemed so valid and moving last week is
forgotten next week. Thirteen Moon calendar change, anyone?
The Law of Time - the Dreamspell, the Telektonon, the 20 Tablets, the 7777 - all require effort to
learn. There is no such thing as Evolution Made Simple or Evolution for Dummies. To denature these
sacred tools is to ignore or resist the evolutionary challenge they provide. Now the Mystery of the Stone
is in production, and the culmination of it all, the Cosmic History Chronicles, Volume I, is available
- for what reason? To allow humanity as a whole to participate in the Second Creation. For a humanity
trapped in its accelerating densification these magical mind expanding tools are of the utmost
evolutionary necessity. But it seems that less and less people actually care. Their lower selves trapped
in the quagmire of mass consciousness, on a daily basis they experience the shrinking of their will to
transcend or to exert in something that is truly from beyond the matrix. This is a problem, the solution
of which lies in the understanding and exercise of planet sorcery.

2. Planet Sorcery and the AC-CA Plate Shift
Waking up Single Luminous White “A” by the Power of the Original 144,000
“... It is important to set your motivation from the outset and to maintain a very strong
motivation, while abandoning all self-interested and temporary motivation.”
— Yangthang Tulku, Dzogchen, p. 4

Indefatigably, we move onward! Planet sorcery, you say? Yes, planet sorcery - how else are we going
to tame the demons of lower self that prevail over the affairs of Velatropa 24.3? The introduction of
planet sorcery as a method allows us to get more profoundly to this matter of the Way of Conduct and
the Way of Wielding Power. Sorcery is the method of taming lower energizes and converting them for
higher purposes. We are talking about such an action on a planetary scale - hence planet sorcery, a
basic principle for activating the templates of Cosmic History (See below, Section 4).
Let’s define the issue: Everybody wants power, but few want to undergo the discipline - the Way of
Conduct - by which they can control or wield the power. This is something that, personally, we all
have to deal with, simply because very few of us are actually enlightened. That is, very few of us have
genuinely overcome the neurotic compulsiveness of our lower self. If such behaviors get pointed out to
us, we usually act defensively, which only strengthens the hold of the lower self on our behaviors.
If we go back and examine this mysterious tool kit, 20 Tablets of the Law of Time, it makes very
clear that when the Way of Conduct ends and just before the point where the Way of Wielding Power
begins, there is something called the AC-CA plate shift. How can we deal with the plate shift if we
haven’t really developed the genuine discipline of a Way of Conduct? This means spending hours off the
Internet and other fixations and, instead, using that time to examine your mind and your conduct. On
the Day Out of Time, 2005, Blue Crystal Night, something wonderful is supposed to happen. What will it
be? Whether you can perceive what that is or not, may depend on whether or not your will to transcend
your lower self is firm enough. If anything, the AC-CA plate shift is an exercise in planet sorcery.
There are a few things to consider. According to the 20 Tablets, this Blue Crystal Storm year, we have
entered the realm of the Bolontiku - the Nine Lords of Time and Destiny. As we know from the Mystery
of the Stone, this is the sacred realm of the first of the seven Lords of the Ring, Single Luminous White
“A”, the fifth-dimensional entity who is to be awakened at the time of the AC-CA plate shift. What will
that be like? Will we feel anything? What does Single Luminous White “A” have to do with the AC-CA
plate shift? How will we sense the presence of this fifth-dimensional entity when it wakes up?
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It also says in the codes of time that Single Luminous White “A”, the first Bolontiku, is the “Guardian
of the Original 144,000.” This mysterious group of the elect was invoked at the time of the Harmonic
Convergence (1987), and then in the Telektonon prophecy (1993-94). In addition to the reference in
the first year of the Bolontiku, the 144,000 are invoked again during the last year of the Sixteen year
Cube of the Law, 2012-13. This final calling forth of the sacred number of the elect - the “144,000 are
cubed within” - is for the awakening of the ninth Bolontiku, Primordial Knowing Body Lha.
Who are the 144,000?
“Satan found them (humanity) readily fulfilling his expectation. They followed him, except a few
believers (the 144,000).” Qur’an 34:20 The “few believers” are the “remnant of the righteous” meant
to inherit the Earth. Does that really mean that only that many people will survive the Earth changes?
Or is that number meant to be some symbolic kind of code?
“And they sang a new song before the throne and before the four living creatures, and the (24)
elders*. No one could hear the song except for the 144,000 who had been redeemed from the
Earth.” (*24 elders plus 4 living creatures = 28, number of the Telektonon calendar of the New Time)
— Revelations, 14:3
“Do not think that the 144,000 prophesied of, are the only ones who will be saved. The 144,000
refers to the first converts - ‘the first ripe fruits to God and his messenger, the first ripe fruits
of God and the Lamb.’”
— (Revelations, 14:4) (Elijah Muhammad, Fall of America, p.143)

This means that the 144,000 were - and are - the first to remember and be remembered by the divine
law. Hence, they and their seed have been preserved until the singing of the new song, “Telektonon,”
“... the new name written which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it” (Revelations 2:17). “And
he had a new name written that no man knew but himself.” (Revelations 19:12) and that name was
“Telektonon” (Telektonon, verse 83.)
It was to initiate the new song, the new name written which no man knew save he that received it,
that “Telektonon” was first heard and uttered on the day of Kin 144, the first day of the seven years
of prophecy. So came about the prophecy to fulfill all prophecies for in it is revealed the nature of
time and the nature of the time in which it was revealed.
The Telektonon prophecy makes it clear that the number of the elect is not restricted to the 144,000:
“The number of the elect is 144,000. This was the number set aside by God to be free of Iblis’
curse. Dispersed is this number among mankind, and always was it meant to multiply both
among the people of the dawn and the people of the book.
“But since the human kin is the measure of the perfection of time, 144,000 is also the number
days within a cycle of 20 generations (one baktun).
“Twelve times 20 generations is 1,728,000 days, the number of the Cube of the Law. But for God
one cycle more, 144,000 days more to entice Iblis to make his score, a total of 1,872,000 days,
thirteen cycles (baktuns) of God’s elect.”
— Telektonon, verses 27-29

The means that the number of the elect has been multiplied by at least thirteen to be numbered at
1,872,000, the same as the number of kin in the thirteen baktun cycle of history.
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The purpose of the Mystery of the Stone practice of waking up the Bolontiku, one per year, is to make
sure that at least those 1,872,000 are telepathically activated, 144,000 kin/elect per Moon. Single
Luminous White “A”, first Lord of the Ring, rightly deserves the honor of being the guardian of the
original 144,000, because he is the first of the Nine Bolontiku to be awakened. And each moon this
Crystal Storm year, as the Single Luminous White “A” was awakened, baktun by baktun, joint by joint,
we have also been telepathically activating another 144,000 of the elect. So as of the Crystal Moon of
the Crystal Storm year (12 x 12 = 144) we shall have telepathically activated 1,728,000 kin.
By the Day Out of Time, when the Single Luminous White “A” is fully activated, we must also meditate
that 1,872,000 of the elect are telepathically receiving an impulse to find the key to the divine plan
- the way out of the old time, and the path into the new time. We must find the right telepathic means
of making this activation accurate and certain. We must apply the principles of planet sorcery.
We must also understand the significance of the Single Luminous White “A” as the AC progenitor of the
other six Lords of the Ring: Single Luminous White “A” is the sole Bolontiku in the AC circuit, the other
eight being the guardians of the eight years of the CA template or Planetary Manitou of Cosmic Awareness.
By awakening each of the Lords of the Ring, year by year, over the seven-year Mystery of the Stone
cycle, we multiply the number of the elect enormously: 13,104,000 ( = 7 years x 1,872,000) of the elect
can be activated during the round of the Mystery of the Stone. There is a code to all of this. When the
baktun kin numbers are reduced to their base fractals, e.g., 144,000 = 144, 1872000 = 1872 -- all the
base fractals, we discover, are factors of 9 and 13, the key numbers of the prophecy of Pacal Votan laid
at 9.13.0.0.0, long count date of the dedication of his tomb.
Study the fractal meditation numbers and feel their harmonic power:
1872 fractal meditation number of a Lord of the Ring
1872 = 13 x 144 or 9 x 208 (number of steps to Merlin’s Tower).
13104 fractal Meditation number of Seven Lords of the Ring
13104 = 13 x 1008 or 9 x 1456 (Sothic number cycle of star Sirius, 1456 = 28 x 52, key harmonic
numbers of 13 moon/28 day cycle).
Since the Bolontiku are purely electronic fifth-dimensional entities, they only communicate
telepathically and always by number. Their time is spent meditating on the base fractal meditation
numbers of the key harmonic codes. These are the codes transmitted by the sixth dimensional programs
for the benefit of the Velatropa sector.
These seven Bolontiku/Lords of the Ring establish by the telepathic power of seven the seven
component factors of the noosphere. These seven factors are:
1. Single Luminous White “A” establishes Octahedral Core (The “Throne of God”)
Fractal Meditation number, 1872 = 13 x 144 or 9 x 208.
2 & 3. Red Lightning Child Great Emptiness and Renowned Conch Top Knot
establish North AC and South CA hemispheres, respectively:
Fractal meditation number 3744 (1872 x 2)
3744 = 13 x 288 harmonic of polar light, (final harmonic number in 7:7::7:7), or 9 x 416 (number of
weeks in each of the two great Ways.)
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4, 5, 6 & 7. Black Iron Garuda Crest, Supreme Golden Maiden, Awesome Vast Blue Sky and Single
Wing Red Fire, each establish one of the four seasonal plates of the psi bank: AfroeurasianSpring/Autumn, Pacific-Summer/Winter, American-Autumn/Spring, Atlantic-Winter/Summer.
Fractal meditation number ,7488 (1872 x 4)
7488 = 13 x 576 or 9 x 832 (number of weeks in Sixteen-year Cube of the Law; number of codons in
64 x 13 permutation cycles).
Sum fractal meditation number of seven Lords of the Ring 13104 (1872 x 7)
Then, there are the two Bolontiku outside of the Ring (Guardians of Inner Time, UR-OMA):
3744 = fractal meditation number of two Bolontiku outside of the Ring (Guardians of Inner Time),
Awesome Blowing Six Turquoise Winds and Primordial Knowing Body Lha
3744 = 13 x 288 (Harmonic of Polar Light final harmonic number of seven mystic moons in 7:7::7:7)
or 9 x 416.
Note: While Red Lightning Child Great Emptiness and Renowned Conch Top Knot establish the North
and South AC-CA Hemispheres of the psi bank/noosphere, Awesome Blowing Six Turquoise Winds and
Primordial Knowing Body Lha actually activate the polar light at each of the magnetic poles. It is they
who will spring the rainbow bridge into full prominence - but they will rely on your meditative power to
give them the signal that the “time is right to spring the light.” At that time, your meditative power all
together must be the equivalent of 16,848,000 (1,872,000 x 9) humans focused as one single mind, or
8,424,000 humans per North/South hemisphere, radiating one single thought form of pure, enlightened
compassion for establishing all beings in a condition of complete and sudden awakening. With this kind
of support, the Rainbow Bridge will spring to light. That is the fulfillment of planet sorcery.
This year also completes the four year cycle of the Plane of Spirit, 2001-2005. In the Telektonon circuits
the conclusion of the Plane of Spirit occurs in the domain of the unconscious internalizing telepathic
circuit. This means that the Single Luminous White “A” and his guardianship of the original 144,000 is
activated at the unconscious telepathic level of the reconstruction of the Universal Plane of Spirit.
By the conclusion of the Blue Crystal Storm year, Single Luminous White “A” and the original 144,000
and their number multiplied by 13, will be embedded in the telepathic unconscious of the planetary
mind of the noosphere. This being so, the 144,000 - whoever and wherever they may be - can
somehow be telepathically contacted and activated.
This reconstruction of the Plane of Spirit represents a profound reformation of the collective
unconscious of the planetary organism, and is coincident with what is known as a Seed-Storm year
(ring) Bundle. This Solar Seed-Crystal Storm bundle is the second to be completed since the beginning
of the Sixteen year Cube of the Law. Four rings constitute a harmonic in which the four year bearers
- Seed-Moon-Wizard-Storm run their four-ring course, the minimum cycle of solar-terrestrial time. In
gathering the Seed-Storm ring bundle, we submit and ask forgiveness for whatever errors or wrongs
we might have committed, whether intentionally or through ignorance, during this past cycle. This
purifies the ground of our reality for the input of the New. But this year we are not only passing to a
new Seed-Storm ring cycle but from the AC to the CA plates.
You cannot expect to pass from the Way of Conduct to the Way of Wielding power without a test,
a Telepathic Field Test to be precise. The test: Establish telepathic communication with the first
Bolontiku Single Luminous Single White “A”. How? First half of Day Out of Time, North (AC) receives
from Bolontiku and transmits to South (CA). Second half of the Day, South (CA) receives from
Bolontiku and transmits to North (AC).
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Form in teams North and South of the equator. The Single Luminous White “A” will telepathically send
North teams the number 144 but in the sequence 16-8-64-56 (=144).
During the second half of the day, Single Luminous White “A” will telepathically send the South team
the number 144, but in the sequence of 24-32-40-48 (=144). These numbers are sent in accord with the
positions of the Codons of the same numbers in the psi bank plates. (See “Psi 144 Grid”, page 10).
During your half hour stand in a circle. Do not hold hands. Think that each of you is a channel for
the Lord of the Ring. (Study the Galactic Medium graphic, page 11) With eyes closed, concentrate on
receiving the image of the UR runes appropriate to your hemispheric plate. Then, after 20 minutes,
hold hands and send the image to the opposite team. At zenith - high noon - North Team concludes
with Invocation of Single Luminous White “A” (See Section 6, below). This Invocation is how South team
begins. South team then does the same - receive 20 minutes, send 10 minutes. Then both teams chant
ahhh seven times.
Note that all eight of these numbers represent the final codons of each of the eight rune strands. Study
the psi bank grid with the numbers in their positions. Also study the UR runes for these numbers as they
appear in their respective Cube positions,(AC Cube 8, CA Cube 16). It is these whole sets of UR runes
that will be telepathically sent, the North team receiving them as they appear in Cube 8, the South
team as they appear in Cube 16. As you receive, meditate on the meanings of these UR runes:
Cube 8- North: Tree of Time Turns Heaven, Conduct Unifies the Way. This is the Basis. Can I sustain
it? Time Travel and Galactic Octave Unify the Dimensions. This is the power of the Original 144,000
aroused in the body of Single Luminous White “A” - Can I attain it?
Cube 16- South: Way of Wielding Power Ascends to Heaven, Binary Order Defines Movement of Space,
Cosmic Awareness Returns to Heart of Earth, Architectonics Releases Order of the Whole - These are
the Powers of the 144,000 when the Cycle Closes - Will I have the discipline to comprehend and the
skill to apply these powers?
As you do this practice, tune into the positions in the psi bank where the four numbers/UR runes occur;
feel that you are activating those positions in the psi bank, and that the eight UR rune strands are
receiving a telepathic boost. Note what you experience.
AC-CA Plate Shift in the Holy Qur’an:
One final note regarding the AC-CA plate shift. According to the 20 Tablets, Dreamspell Genesis code,
the last Moon of the Crystal Storm year is Kin 104, Yellow Cosmic Seed Moon - followed by the Day Out
Time, Kin 103. Then comes the first day of the New Year, Kin 104, again, the same kin as the last Moon
of the year - Kin 104. This means the Day Out of Time, the moment of the plate shift, is like the fold of
the two halves of a book - kin 104 are on either side of it - one as a Moon, the other as Ring bearer. Not
only that, but the Day Out of Time is also the center between the AC and CA plates -the pivot of the
plate shift. Considering that each circuit of the Planetary Manitou, AC and CA, has an identical mirror
symmetry, only enhances the sense of a “book” being folded in two.
Looking at the Day Out of Time as the middle section of a book folded in two between two Kin 104
fractals, the following verse 104 of Sura 21, “The Prophets” is quite appropriate:
“On that day, we will fold the heaven, like the folding of a book. Just as we initiated the first
creation, we will repeat it. This is our promise; we will certainly carry it out.”
— Qur’an, 21:104
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With regard to the plate shift, the AC represents the primary circuit of the original creation, while the
repetition of the CA is the secondary circuit of the second creation. Hence “Just as we initiated the
first creation, we will repeat it.” This defines the sacred dimension and cosmological significance of
the AC-CA plate shift, whether we are aware of it or not.
A final synchronic order note: 104 + 104 = 208 = Kin 208, which is the guide of Kin 104. 208 is also the
number of steps to Merlin’s tower (Green Castle), the number of weeks in a Seed-Storm ring bundle,
and the number of moons in the Sixteen-year Cube of the Law.

3. Cosmic Awareness: Way of Wielding Power - What Does it Mean?
“Allow the mind to know itself.”
Yangthang Tulku, Dzogchen: View, Meditation, Conduct, p. 63
Ocean merging into ocean.
Though mind and space are inseparable,
Nowhere in space will you find mind,
Nor is there any space in mind.
It is because of time that space has mind
And because of time that mind extends through infinite space.
Only awareness experiences this,
And only God really possesses awareness.
“Everything in the heavens and Earth belongs to God.
He knows what state you are in - on the day when all are returned to Him,
He will tell them everything they have done - God has full knowledge of everything.”
Qur’an, 24:64

This verse is the key to understanding that the universal consciousness nature - Cosmic Awareness - is
God’s eternal awareness in which we participate to the degree that we become conscious. When we are
aware of the state of mind we are in, it is because we are experiencing God’s awareness of our state.
As all is from God, the thinking layers distributed throughout the Universe are also from God. When the
mind is allowed to know itself, God’s awareness has become illumined in your perceptual capacitor.
The Galactic Community of Intelligence is the composite of the higher dimensional thinking layers
representing the potential of our spiritual evolution. As we wake up from the illusion of individualized
consciousness, we gain the capacity to participate in the noosphere, the mind of Earth.
The AC-CA Planetary Manitou is the telepathic circuitry by which the Community of Galactic
Intelligence communicates its information structures as message units of the mind of Earth, as
the noosphere may also be known. The sum of these message units create, first of all, the primary
information structures of the AC (Aboriginal Continuity) circuit. These are like four software programs
that establish the base program for the subsequent activation of Cosmic Awareness (CA). The CA is
then potentiated through the insertion of four more software programs that allow Cosmic Awareness
as a multidimensional capacity to operate on the third, fourth, fifth and sixth, dimensions.
The two sets of four software programs each are actually the eight different “Galactic brain Waves”
that constitute the medium of intelligence in the universe. This intelligence in its sum is known
as cosmic mind or cosmic consciousness. Since the noosphere is the planet’s mental organ - a
phenomenally potent collective sixth sense - it is constructed of precisely the same principles as the
galactic brain with its eight brain waves. These brain waves are a comprehensive design structure of
the circuit underlying the distribution of the eight UR rune strands (and the 64 codons which these
rune strands govern) in the psi bank - the noosphere’s autoregulatory mechanism.
12
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While the Aboriginal Continuity is constituted of the Plane of Mind and Plane of Spirit, with the CA
plate shift we pass into the plane of Will - the Cosmic Seed-Electric Storm ring bundle. The concluding
cycle of the CA Planetary Manitou is the Plane of Wisdom, Tel-Ek-Ton-On - the Self-existing SeedResonant Storm ring bundle. In passing from the Plane of Spirit to the Plane of Will, we also pass from
a telepathic field into an instinctual one. Will represents the instinctual embodiment and enactment
of telepathic spiritual impulses. The principle quality of Will is unobstructedness of instinct. But this
instinct has to be elevated from the unconscious tendencies of the lower self and pressed into the
service of Cosmic Awareness. This, too is an aspect of the discipline of planet sorcery. Only in this way
can power be properly wielded.
The first year of the CA Planetary Manitou - Way of Wielding Power, represents the second of the three
major rays, the Ray of Love Wisdom. This is symbolized by the second of the Seven Major Arcana of the
Law of Time, the Avatar. While Blue Crystal Storm is the year of the Throne, signified by the first major
ray, Will of God (by which Luminous Single White “A” was aroused as the first Lord of the Ring), the
Year of the Avatar represents a descent of the divine. Through this descent, the power of love wisdom
incarnates as the activation of the Plane of Will. This means Red Lightning Child Great Emptiness,
the second Lord of the Ring, is the avataric embodiment of the divine love wisdom who exerts his
compassionate will unobstructedly on behalf of our precious planet.
Let us review this AC-CA process:

The Four AC Base Programs for Establishing the Foundation of the CA. (1997-2005)
1. Way of Tree, Codons 1-8 - The innate enlightenment of the preconscious universal life stream as
the impulse of the soul (tree) in its passage in stages through the dimensions.
2. Way of Conduct, Codons 9-16 - The innate patterns of behavior coding the universal life stream in
the collective unconscious as fundamental, non-conflictive emotional channels.
Ground of being established.
7. Way of the Telepath, Codons 49-56 -Super conscious capacity of the universal life stream model
(tree as yogic self) for supermental ascent through attunement to the radial telepathic circuits of
the 7th dimension.
8. Way of Galactic Octave, Codons 57-64 - Subliminal conscious holographic encapsulation of entire
frequency range of cosmic consciousness, including access to dimensions 8-13, the mirror or
parallel universes.
Fruit of being Established.
This eight-year AC program established the foundations of Cosmic Awareness, the purpose of the Way
of Wielding Power. Even over the next eight years, on the first eight days of every cube journey, we can
reactivate these four base programs - that is, if you’ve got a set of the 20 Tablets of the Law of Time!
It matters not that these programs were accomplished by hundreds or even thousands. If only three
people successfully completed all of the exercises involved with waking up the AC Planetary Manitou
through the Earth Wizard’s Almanac, then the mission is accomplished. The work in the invisible world
is infinitely more potent than the work in the visible world.

The Four Multidimensionally Potentiated CA Programs (2005-2013)
3. Way of Wielding Power, Codons 17-24 - Third-dimensional empowerment; lower third-dimensional
self tamed. Mind and action perfectly synchronized, perceptions are in accord with the
phenomenal world. Mirror symmetry enactment of 2nd Strand, Way of Conduct.
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4. Way of Transcendent Fourth, Codons 25-32 - Fourth-dimensional empowerment; fourthdimensional self established as regulator of consciousness. Continuing consciousness, or
advanced concentration (samadhi), becomes basis of planet sorcerer’s whole body perception.
Mirror symmetry enactment of 1st strand, Way of Tree.
5. Way of Irresistible Fifth, Codons 33-40 - Fifth-dimensional Higher Self experienced as clear channel
of cosmic consciousness. Higher self feedback information patterns communicated as revelations
of divine nature. Mirror symmetry enactment of 8th strand, Way of the Galactic Octave.
6. Way of Dynamic Construction, Codons 41-48 - Sixth-dimensional light codes received as
principles of universal construction of second creation. Superconscious descent of constructive
form patterns for “extending” nature and self-evolvement into each other. Codons 41-48, mirror
symmetry enactment of 7th strand, Way of the Telepath.
When you make the nature of mind the natural habit of mind, you are evolving the basis of the
everyday noosphere. But to make the nature of mind the natural habit of mind you must discipline
and tame the lower self, the barbarism within your skin. This you can only do by submission to the
Lord of the Universe, the One who knows your every thought. And then, once you have submitted to
the Lord of the Universe, you must submit your mind to the discipline of allowing it to merge into
itself without any thought of your self doing it. The age of ego barbarism is over. Cosmic Awareness is
based on the utter vanquishing of the lower self. The Way of Wielding Power can only be established
on this basis. The world is thirsty for planet sorcerers who, through their wielding true power in the
right way, can establish the rule of the righteous through their superior magic. To gain this you must
exert in the elimination of your base self! Do not lose heart, there is still time!
(The foregoing codes and script are from the Book of Synchronic Liberation, Part III, “Galactic Octave
Activation,” section 24-G, AA Archives)
Red Lightning Child Great Emptiness, avatar who manifests the second ray of Love Wisdom, meditates
the divine descent of new knowledge into the channels of the open heart. On this matter you cannot
deceive yourself. To have a receptive heart and soul means you have unconditionally forgiven everyone,
and universal compassion is the life stream of your actions.
Do not underestimate the power of your own clear mind thought and actions. Through the synchronic
codes of the Law of Time, we are all activating the noosphere, an invisible action to pay off in the
manifestation of the Rainbow Bridge.

4. Cosmic History, Planet Sorcery and Omega Point 2012
“The arid soil upon which our present generations are moving at the close of this age of
spiritual starvation and material satiety, is in need of a sign, of a rainbow -- symbol of hope -above its horizon.”
— H.P. Blavatsky, “The New Cycle,” La Revue Theosophique, March 21, 1889.
“Cosmic History is a descent into the darkest darkness and densest density of consciousness as it
could be imagined here on Earth. Cosmic History dives into the core of Earth consciousness with
a program that is subliminally structured to transmute and alter the causes and effects of the
density and darkness, which is a result of the destruction of the previous world systems. This
descent of Cosmic History actually mimics the primal evolutionary way.”
— Cosmic History Chronicles, Volume I, p. 53
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With the AC-CA plate shift, we are commencing a path of rapid evolutionary ascent, spiraling us toward
the end of the cycle - Omega Point 2012. Cosmic History is coming to manifestation on the Earth
plane to facilitate our evolution into the supermental range of cosmic reality. Many new programs for
integrating the consciousness of the noosphere within ourselves are forthcoming. Cosmic History is the
manifestation of the divine descent of supermental consciousness.
The reason you have to study, read and reread The Cosmic History Chronicles is that the text itself
and the purpose toward which the contents are pointed are the actual expression and manifestation
of a new and comprehensive state of consciousness beyond anything that has been formalized in the
historical pattern of present-day human reality. Though it is presented as English language text, it
should not be confused as an ordinary text in the linear sense of the word. Cosmic History transcends
linear thinking. It is presented as a series of books because that is the optimum learning mode for the
human at this stage of evolution, where language still has some utility.
A book is a personal and immediately engaging medium. Unlike an artificial electronic contrivance
or outlet, a book is portable and can be taken into a realm of solitude for maximum comprehension.
This is why the Cosmic History Chronicles are presented in this format. There is a vast distinction
between reading something on the Internet and reading a book, just as there is a vast gulf between
an Internet chat room and a gathering of live humans. These are distinctions whose obviousness is
somewhat obscured by the infatuation fostered by any machine technology, and of which the Internet
is the supreme example.
The broad purpose of Cosmic History is not academic but to learn the practical art of planet sorcery.
You can only learn planet sorcery in the laboratory of your sensory body - your biopsychic organism
- liberated of all of the old programs. This means you are not going to learn planet sorcery overnight.
There will be degrees of planet sorcery attained over the Seven Years of the Mystery of the Stone,
coincident with the cycle of the publication of the seven volumes of Cosmic History. But the full,
complete application of planet sorcery will come about with the activation of the rainbow bridge in
2012, at the close of the cycle.
In the meantime, the revelation of a completely reformulated human mind and knowledge base is a
sign that the old is no longer workable or in service to anything but its own decline. This is a critical
consideration that anyone capable of thinking must take into account. Many people nowadays talk
about 2012, the end of the cycle. But most people do not act as if they understand what it means. The
end of the cycle means it is the end altogether of the present way of life and its support system. If we
truly understood this we would be a lot more inspired to actually begin constructing the pathways to
the new. But most people still act as if they still have time - time for what?
“Cosmic History does not deal so much with the cultural historical description, but rather makes
a description of life from the perspective of its composition through different electronics,
electronic fluids, plasmas and programs of behavior, the neural-electrical operators the UR
runes .... So the question regarding the human is: How much is his/her behavior upsetting the
equilibrium of the cosmic forces, both within his/her own composition and the composition of
the environment and what will its consequences be? Where does life go from here?”
— Cosmic History Chronicles, Book of the Throne, p.110

The situation we are in is very serious. The equilibrium of the cosmic forces has been upset both
within ourselves and the environment. Where is this taking the spiral of life, and how will the
equilibrium of the cosmic forces be reestablished - and at a new level, no less? Between now and
2008, we must be ready for economic collapse, worsening weather patterns and climate change due
to global warming and solar flares. This will result in increasing disruptions of the Technosphere.
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Life as we know it will become increasingly uncomfortable and chaotic. We are already living in an
epidemic of insanity of public and private behavior that is completely absorbed in the final stages of
historical materialism. It is not the first time civilization has come to an end: Babylon, Rome, ancient
Persia and Egypt and the civilizations of the New World all saw an end, in one form or another. And
before all of them, the mythic fall of Atlantis. Now it is global civilization, the Atlantean successor,
that is coming to a rapid end.
People think, “O you are just being an alarmist!” That is what was said about Montezuma’s diviners
just before the Spanish conquest. Or more recently, in Tibet during the 1950s, at first people did not
consider too much the appearance of Chinese Maoist posters or the construction of new roads by
the Chinese military. But by the end of 1959, Tibet, as a civilization, had also come to an end. The
conclusion of the historical cycle bodes the same rapid end or disintegration of global civilization.
Natural forces, just as unforeseen and strange as the Spaniards with their horses and firearms, or the
Chinese with their trucks and airplanes will appear on our horizon to put an end to the way of life
called “globalization.” What will you do? How will you prepare?
The ending of global civilization has a deeper meaning than the ending of the Aztec empire or Tibetan
civilization. For, in reality, the ending of global civilization is an evolutionary necessity. The force of
historical materialism has played itself out, and now the force of Cosmic History must bring about
order and an elevated state of consciousness - the noosphere. In other words, the end of the present
civilization and its way of life is the only way the noosphere can manifest. If the old civilization did
not undergo a collapse we would not really understand, as a species, that evolution, from now on, is
mental and spiritual in nature. This is the message of the Cosmic History Chronicles.
Cosmic History, then, presents the new way of thought and life within the context of its wholly
supermental perception and perspective. You cannot read the Cosmic History Chronicles with anything
of your old mental frame, or without at least anticipating that your old mental frame is going to be
challenged and asked to leave the room in the process of reading and studying the Chronicles. And it
doesn’t matter what you believe now - buddhist, new edge cyber tribalist, sufi or just plain new ager
- we all must prepare for the coming of the noosphere.
By comprehending the Cosmic History Chronicles, not only will you gain the mastery to begin
to practice planet sorcery - the means of dramatically turning a chaotic global situation into
one of harmony and order - but you will also be advancing yourself on the evolutionary ladder
through exerting in new forms of discipline that will bring about a permanent enlargement of your
consciousness. You will actually become the embodiment of the noosphere. The point is that Cosmic
History radically and dramatically alters the perception of what it is to be human. But if we don’t
experience this alteration in our self-perception we cannot be ready for the Big One - Omega point
2012, and beyond that, the launching of Timeship Earth 2013.
So there is a threefold participation in the unfolding of Cosmic History as the new consciousness:
1. Study - Organized study programs must be initiated. A Cosmic History Workbook will accompany
each volume. The first workbook will be available around the New Year, Cosmic Seed, Magnetic
1. These workbooks will consist of some 65 different exercises - five per chapter - to help you
change your consciousness and perception. If you don’t have a copy yet of the Cosmic History
Chronicles Volume I, you shouldn’t waste any more time. Obtain one now. Cosmic History Study
groups should be established immediately.
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Since the Cosmic History is a reformulation of the human mind according to the Law of Time, the
Synchronic codes must also be intensively studied. The Way of Wielding power is fulfilled by the
mastery of planet sorcery. If you think of yourself as an Earth Wizard, you must now reenroll in
the Noospheric Earth Wizard (NEW) Academy. If the Cosmic History templates are the matrix of
the reformulated mind in which Cosmic Awareness becomes the normal everyday perception, the
synchronic codes become the design tools for the masterful acts of planet sorcery that must conclude
the cycle with outrageous performances of harmony and beauty conceived on a planetary scale.
Through the combination of Cosmic History and the Synchronic codes, there will be new practices
forthcoming, including the MOAP (Mother of All programs) and the Correct Laws of Thought.
2. Spiritual practice and mental discipline - Salat prayer, mindfulness meditation, visualization
exercises, yoga and psychophysical disciplines. Cosmic History is both a thoroughly spiritual
perception and it is meant to be embodied. Since the basis of cosmic spirituality is first of all
egolessness and secondly, reabsorption into the higher collective mind of the noosphere, the
spiritual practices are grounded in the most fundamental forms of submission - salat prayer and
mindfulness meditation.
Through complete submission to the ONE (Allah, God, Hunab Ku etc.) and the practice of
seeing clearly the substanceless nature of your own mind, you become a prepared vessel. For
the fulfillment of the higher planet sorcery practices and rainbow bridge you need exercises
in visualization, both of the planet rainbow body and of your own etheric or subtle body. And
finally, to embody the patterns of disciplined cosmic forms, you need a basis in yoga or other
psychophysical exercise like falun dafa or tai-chi chuan, which unify and integrate your physical
and etheric bodies. The purpose is to become a pure medium or cosmic conductor.
3. Conduct - The conduct of Cosmic History is that you actually know how to grow corn. “If your
philosophy doesn’t grow corn, I don’t want to hear about it.” (attributed to Sun Bear) You must
become a self-reliant heterotroph living in self-sustaining heterotrophic communities, learning to do
without the ingestion of dead animals. The economic and ecological implications of making the shift
to a self-sustaining garden economy, are enormous, not to mention the spiritual value to your soul.
The point is, that if the present way of life will be coming to an end, it is wise to begin now to change
your habits and life style. Besides, as you study Cosmic History more and more, you will want to change
your habits - and grow your own corn, all the better to walk your talk. The course and direction of
spiritual evolution is out of the body. We have finished with the course of spiritual involution into
the body - now it is evolution. That means our conduct must become lighter and lighter. Our internal
transformation will eventually be producing light, and we ourselves will be cultivating our light bodies to
reemerge into a greater soul pattern at a higher dimensional frequency. This also means understanding
the fundamental laws of karma. We truly need to manifest enlightened behavior in all we do.
By following this threefold program you will be worthy of walking the Way of Wielding Power, and of
becoming a light for the people when they will be needing a light. This is the way of compassion of
Cosmic History.
“Cosmic History is the narration of the history of humanity as a multidimensional creation and
is necessary because of the condition of maximum disorder that prevails on our planet today. We
must create maximum order to rearrange the disorder engendered by the human species -- that
has to be accomplished by the end of the cycle -- AD 2012.”
— Cosmic History Chronicles, Book of the Throne, p.148.
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5. Who We Are: Planet Art Network and the Vision of Biospheric Wholeness
“Plutonium Punk in the Pit of Death
Catches the wind, loses no breath
Ten thousand minds passed over mine
Pronounce my name, unblind the blind
Ten thousand hearts enfolded me in that bare flight: Palat-kwa-pee!
Palat-kwa-pee! Palat-kwa-pee!
There’s no return ‘til your home free.”
Art Planet Chronicles (1981), Chapter 22 “Neuronaut Solstice Gymnastics,” p. 6.

We - you, me and everybody who follows the Thirteen Moon/28-day calendar - at least in principle,
constitutes the new social form, the Planet Art Network (PAN). This is because the basic premise of
the Law of Time is “time is art.” This now well used slogan was first sounded as the theme of a call for
action known as the “Planetary Harmonic Convergence - 52 Days of Truth.” This action plan ran from
the 28th day of the Crystal Moon to the 22nd day of the Magnetic Moon, linking the end of the first year
with the beginning of the second year of Prophecy (June 26-August 16, 1994). Because “time is art,”
everything we do, in a conscious way at least, is art. Hence, the new social form, Planet Art Network.
According to the “People’s Resolution for the Empowerment of the Planet Art Network, A Sacred Order
for the Reorganization of Human Society,” First Planetary Congress of Biospheric Rights (1996), “The
sacred order of the Planet Art Network, through fostering a bioregional diversity of culture, assumes
the principle responsibility for reestablishing the human harmony within the greater harmony of the
biosphere as a living work of art. ... According to PAN, the meaning of human life is now redefined
according to how artful it is and how much it contributes to the greater harmony of the biosphere.
Any and all human activity is now considered art.”
To fulfill this vision, the Resolution continues, “The sacred order of the Planet Art Network has no
central coordinating authority, but is entirely constituted of autonomous bioregional cooperatives
who locally organize humans for their new roles, while maintaining communication with other
PAN bioregional operations ... In its overall planetary bioregional organization the PAN will also be
responsible for coordinating unifying planet art events synchronized worldwide for the increase in
collective telepathic awareness of humanity as a single creative organism realizing its destiny within
the biospheric arena of self-regulating evolution.” The “key such events” are the Day Out of Time
Peace through Culture Festivals. In the rest of the Resolution empowering the Planet Art Network,
there is much material for activating the new social forms. Anyone involved in or who cares about PAN
in any way, would do well to study this Resolution, pages 19-22 of the Complete Guide to the First
Planetary Congress of Biospheric Rights, and herewith reproduced as an Appendix.
Further elucidation of the evolutionary purpose and function of PAN are to be found in the Dynamics
of Time. For instance, consider the following Postulates:
6.12. “The sum of the liberation of psychic energy formally integrated into the fourth dimensional
patterns of time, manifests as PAN, Planet Art Network. As the integration of celestial harmonics of
mind and social order, PAN replaces the civilizational order and social form governed solely by the
12:60 mechanized laws of space.”
6.13. “PAN is the advent of the planetary art spore ... a noospherically unified field of planetary
life, the sum of whose living interactions constitutes a planetary art spore: Timeship Earth 2013
transmuted into a stellar galactic unit for the exchange, transformation and communication of
universal energy impulses.”
Or 10.10. “The activity of PAN is an evolutionary possibility that increases with the application of the
Law of Time. Galactic culture is the sum of the probabilities of increased or novel aesthetic norms
induced by the harmonic rearrangement of the synchronic order.
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Or 10.11. “... PAN encompasses all and everything as a whole systems order elevating instinctual
consciousness into the telepathic orders of continuing and super conscious.”
10.9. Since “T(E) =Art defines all processes of harmonic rearrangement as activities of PAN (Planet
Art Network ... Following the Circumpolar Rainbow Bridge experiment, the resultant telepathy of the
harmonic order of PAN consciously engages the Galactic Brain....” Yet other references are to be found
in Postulates 14.7, and 14.13.
From the foregoing it is evident that PAN is woven into the evolutionary mechanism of the biospherenoosphere transition. Since 2000, the role of the Foundation for the Law of Time has been merely
to sponsor PAN, leaving it to its autonomous development, while providing it calendars, educational
material and visionary documents to fulfill its programs. However, while there are many bioregional
PANs, despite the Internet - and also because of it - the PAN has as yet no central world communicating
or coordinating intelligence fully in place. And now we have the challenge of the AC-CA plate shift.
While the Internet exists with the potential of providing a central communications network for an
organism precisely like PAN, which is meant to be autonomous yet unified, such a communications
network is not really functioning. The www.tortuga.com was created in another time for another
purpose but no longer serves its purpose. What is needed is a simple www.PANWorld.org, for
example, which can serve as a highly identifiable central communications hub of the worldwide PAN.
A PAN World Council should also be activated by means of a Congress, a live gathering in a country
other than the USA.
We are only trying to bring to attention that at this stage in the closing of the cycle we need a new
time of action and activism. The revolution will not be won on the Internet. The telepathic tests that
are necessary to engage the rainbow bridge must be done in living biopsychic energy fields. The new
society will not be organized by e-mail, but by getting together in councils and sacred circles and
by assigning tasks to living beings to begin to transform their lives with new patterns of thought and
behavior. We must begin to remove ourselves from the material energetic force field of the monitor
screen back into the garden and planning councils. We must restore the balance. We need to breathe
fresh air, plant corn and study and discuss matters together by the hearth or by the fireside, where it
all began, in a time so long ago.
It is time to put the Art back into the Planet Art Network, however you want to do it. But that means
getting a life outside of the Internet. Yes, we know: The irony of it is that you are portably getting
this message on the Internet. If you do: please pause and consider that this is information of an
extraordinary nature. Down load it now! Don’t keep it on your machine. Study it by candlelight. Then it
will have some meaning for you.
As the “Song of the Plutonium Punk” says at the beginning of this little discourse, “There’s no
return ‘til your home free.” Home free, means liberated from the 12:60 mind shackles and living in
the garden with no government to pay allegiance to, while your telepathic powers are being revived
by your determination to remain liberated in the new time. The Song of the Plutonium Punk from
the Art Planet Chronicles dates back to 1981.
It’s been a long time coming, this rainbow bridge. Now we have to exert and make the dream come
true. But it takes hard work, discipline, focus, determination, cooperation, tolerance and love. There
is no reason why everybody shouldn’t be cooperating with everybody else, if we mean it when we say,
“I’m a planetary kin.” If you’re not cooperating with someone, get over it! Get a mediator and work
it out. Anyone who has ever been touched by the Thirteen Moon calendar or the PAN, don’t hold back
now. Roll up your sleeves and jump back in! Where will you find a higher vision?
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In the prehistory of the PAN there is something called the “Planet Art Report for Desperate Earthlings
of the Past (1980). In that root text, six basic principles are laid out. These Six principles are still the
underlying basis of the Planet Art Network:
1. Art is a function of energy.
This precept is the early predecessor to T(E) = Art. It presupposes that art is a system of energy,
just like the weather, and just as planetary - hence planet art as an art form of the future in
which the scale of the art is planetary in nature and takes in the whole planet as its medium
of expression. In this sense, art is a connective medium of creative psychic energy intended to
unite humanity on a global scale through a galactic culture that is thoroughly rooted in artistic
forms of expression. Planet sorcerers practice planet art.
2. No genuine art without transformation of self.
The real nitty gritty of true art is that it transforms you as you practice it. Art is the constructive
spiritual factor of human consciousness. The ancient Nahuatl precept says it very well: “The
good painter is wise. God is in his heart, he converses with his heart and puts divinity into
things.” Art at the inner level is a dialogue with your divine nature, so that at the outer level
you express something of the sacred reality to help awaken the divine memory in others.
3. Openness of individual breeds collective aesthetic association.
Though each of us is an artistic channel, when we open and share with others who are also
opening and sharing their artistic communications, an energy field opens up which creates a sense
of brother and sisterhood. As musical groups amply demonstrate, a collective association produces
a collective expression that is far greater than the sum of the parts. The example of cooperation
in musical groups should extend to all of the arts and then to all of the arts to each other.
4. Universality of planet art includes past and future in present moment.
All genuine art is an expression of spirit. Spirit is universal, humans are merely the mediums
or channels of spirit in its restless need to create. The art produced by spirit actually forms a
construct of points around the planet which can be contacted and revitalized. For example,
Stonehenge is not ancient. Nor are the pyramids of Mexico or Egypt. They are living monuments
inviting us to enter into a deep psychic communion with the Earth. The same holds true of
music, dance and the poetic arts - all that has been genuine is meant to be integrated into the
present moment as a living ceremony of universal consciousness.
5. The recognition of art as a planetary network vital to the functioning of the human organism
considered as an interrelated whole, is a factor in establishing of a new planetary social order.
This is the basis of the establishment of the Planet Art Network, indicating that the new social
form will ultimately be organized along geomagnetic or geomantic principles - planetary
leylines. This network, the basis of the evolving planet art spore, will establish communities
living close to the earth, which will consider themselves as integral parts of a much vaster
whole, interrelated organism. Operating by telepathy and other paranormal means of behavior
the PAN will spawn its own form of economy and pioneer in new cosmo-psychobiological
mutations of a thoroughly artistic nature.
6. Those forming into Planet Art Associations (read: Network) must do so through a common
regard of the deeply spiritual nature of humankind.
This precept is the basis of UR, the Universal Religion on Earth. Gandhi said, “God has no
religion.” This is the meaning of UR, which recognizes that the purpose of life and evolution is
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to attain ever higher states of spiritual unification. All true forms of spiritual practice exist side
by side. The paths are many, the goal is ONE. By providing for meditation and prayer as the basis
of creative spiritual insight, the PAN is meant to reintegrate the soul with the life of universal
expression. One Love One Life One Time One Soul One Planet.
Study and practice the spiritual precepts and all that they imply, and then you can enter the Way of
Wielding Power. Circulate these Six precepts at your next Crystal Day meeting so that all can deepen their
understanding of PAN as we move into the critical and most creative stage of the human experience.
The diverse cast of characters in the Art Planet Chronicles demonstrates that PAN is an all-inclusive
vehicle for every human type - mutant and “normal” alike. Today there is no longer any “normal.”
There is a bit of the “plutonium punk” in all of us. We are all mutating, toward a new normal - cosmic
consciousness. PAN is for heroes and heroines willing to work together and risk all for the sake of the
planet. This is the only way the Rainbow Bridge will be accomplished in 2012.
It may be that to get the ball rolling, some of us will want on the job training as supermental humans.
For this reason, Centers for the Restitution of the Human Mind are being designed and planned.
Here we can develop states of consciousness that are free of the intensity of being absorbed by the
electronic media, as is more often than not the case for many of us. Since the advent of the Internet
it is difficult to appreciate how intensely this medium has become a major focal point of human
consciousness. It is like an electronic vampire stunting the body while robbing the mind of its time in
what seem to be endlessly important and/or entertaining matters.
As with every new media or technology, once it appears it becomes instantaneously indispensable,
and the human culture shapes itself around it accordingly. The AC-CA plate shift will not be realized
through the Internet. It will occur as a function of a new evolving biopsychic wireless technology called
telepathy. This is the cosmic information expressway of the PAN and the engineering of the Rainbow
Bridge. We must dare to imagine a world without the Internet, and then see what is left of our mind naked and full of untapped paranormal potential, the stuff of evolution.
Once you’ve imagined the world without the Internet, then imagine the world where every community
is self-sustaining, nonpolluting, at peace, artistically busy, and telepathically interconnected. This is
the PAN social vision, the meaning and purpose of the Thirteen Moon Calendar Change Peace Plan.
As the biospheric social form - PAN is big enough for everyone. No one need feel left out. There is a job
for everybody. The coming cosmic civilization is PAN’s responsibility.
The people are in need of new vision, new knowledge. Only the Thirteen Moons offers a completely
new template for reformulating the human mind. Only the Law of Time and the Cosmic History
Chronicles offers a new way of thinking and perceiving reality. Moreover, these new templates of time
and knowledge are in accord with evolution. The people must be taught these things. Planetary Kin:
You must deepen your understanding so that you can teach the people. This is the universal compassion
of the Thirteen Moon Way.
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6. Invocation of the Single Luminous White “A”
I am coming! I am coming!
Wherever you are on the Day out of Time
When the sun is at zenith, wherever you are
Between the watch of the Blue Crystal Eagle,
And the watch of the Red Crystal Skywalker
I will be there - I will be everywhere
A flicker in the sky, a flicker in your eye
I will be your light, your knowledge, your existence, your presence
I will be the memory of your cosmic essence
I am coming! I am coming!
I need to be renewed in you
Will you let your soul be my breath?
Will you feel me at sky zenith?
Call me then, invoke me if you will:
Sound my tone, chant seven times
ahhh ahhh ahhh ahhh ahhh ahhh ahhh
Seven times, sound my tone
One breath long
Seven breaths, seven times sound my tone
Original breath of creation - single luminous white A
Visualize me in your crown - single luminous white A
Visualize me in your throat - single luminous white A
Visualize me in your heart - single luminous white A
Visualize me in your solar plexus - single luminous white A
Visualize me in your root - single luminous white A
Hear me call: I am awake! I am awake!
I am the first of the guardians of the Earth
The original 144,000 are under my protection
They are the evolutionary selection
With them there is no defection
Have no fear, you are now under inspection
Are you fit for the second creation?
I am the first of the Lords of the Ring
We are of the World Union of the Guardians of Sufficient Evolution
Not too much and not too little - look at yourself, you’re the solution
You’ve been given exactly what you need
Now’s the time to let go of all your material greed
Think only about your mind and remember your soul
Do not be afraid to fall down in prayer
To still your mind and reach the goal
Forever have I been coming and now I am here
The aboriginal continuity is my nervous system
The cosmic awareness is my mind of the future
Singing: I am one
We are one
All is one
We are all in one home free!
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Synchronic Code Readout: Red Cosmic Serpent Kin 65
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Blue Crystal Storm Year, 2004-05
Year Eight, Sixteen Year Cube of the Law, Week 411
AC Planetary Manitou, Way of Conduct complete
Second Seed-Storm Year Bundle, Year 4, Week 203, Moon 51
Mystery of the Stone, Year One, Week 47, Fourth Quarter
First Year Heptagonon of Mind of Earth, Oracle of the Throne -Dali Seals the Throne
Victory Targets Mystery of the Stone
Annual Cube Eight, Star-Art (Elegance), Fifth Year Second Creation, Restoration of the Garden,
Overtone Creation Sequence
Realm of the First Lord of Time, Lord of the Ring Single Luminous White “A”, Guardian of the
Original 144,000 - Time of Rule: 3113 - 2382 BC.
20 Tablets: Annual Chronograph Tablet 8, Chronograph: Dragon Genesis, Human Wavespell Eight,
White Northern Castle of Crossing, Court of Death.
Chronograph Moon Kin 103: Blue Crystal Night Moon, -13,787 - -13,687
Baktun-Moon Correlation - Moon of the Hidden Seed - AD 1224-1618
Left Crystal Knee of the First Lord of the Ring, 1,728,000 days
Interplanetary Noosphere Ring: Manifest Presence of Single Luminous White “A,” 6th Run, stage
4, SP Mars
Crystal Rabbit Moon of Cooperation, Alpha 19
7:7::7:7 code: “My country is the unborn ultimate sphere. I release the double extended electron
at the south pole.”
Telektonon Prophecy, Cube 13 “Victory Purifies”
Telektonon Prophecy: Section 13, “War of the Righteous,” verses 80-86.
Sixteen-Year Cube of the Law: Skywalker-Prophecy, G-K Mars, TEL Power of the Distant Seers
Rinri precept: “Don’t forget the origin nor neglect the completion.”
Plane of Spirit - Unconscious Internalizing Telepathic Circuit
Dreamspell: Kin 65, Red Cosmic Serpent (S-P Maldek), Wavespell 5, Skywalker, White Northern
Castle, Court of Death
Long Count: Kin 16, Yellow Electric Warrior, 12.19.12.6.16
Haab: Vinal 17, Kayab 6, “With a song and a rhythm”
Psi Chrono Unit: Kin 238: White Self-existing Mirror
SBTS. 15.8
Quarterly Rune Codon 64: Prepared, Galactic Octave Unifies the Dimensions, Stage 8
Weekly Codon Cube, Codon 39 Heart’s Discipline, “Cosmic Order Returns to Heart of Heaven,
Fifth line, Yang, front of Cube
Red Cosmic Serpent - Red Self-existing Moon Blood Chromatic.
Yellow Crystal Flowering - Yellow Electric Elegance Overtone Chromatic.
Blue Week Three: Proclaim Victory of Prophecy - Blue Patience Transforms Conduct
Harmonic 17, Electric Store, Remember Elegance of Service
Biphasic Codon 46, Radiant Emptiness, Dynamic Construction Becomes Creative Space
7:7::7:7 Third week, Secret Initiation, Blue Occult Time Atom
Futhark Rune 17, Tiwaz is the Power-making Scepter, sent from North to South
Leaf of the Time Space, “Tiwaz is the Power-making Scepter that Transforms the Time Space”
Tiwaz/Alpha Cube Right, Throat Chakra, PNM 15, American Plate 3
Red Magnet received by North from South in Red Crown Chakra
Planet Holon, Polar Family Serpent Zone: Siberia-East Asia

» Dynamics of Time, 5.13 “Evolution of planetary bodies from biosphere to noosphere are
holonomic functions of stellar evolution. The synchronization of planetary noosphere with stellar
evolutionary programming marks the advent of the next geological era, the Psychozoic. The
Psychozoic era is defined as the normative sequence of the hyperorganic super conscious of a
telepathically unified noosphere.”

This newsletter is happily presented as a service to ALL Beings by
Dr. Arcturus, Planetary Healing Doctor (Ph.D.) aka Valum Votan, Closer of the Cycle
Klatu Barada Nikto! The Galactic Federation Comes in Peace!
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Appendix:

“People’s Resolution for the Empowerment of the Planet Art Network,
A Sacred Order for the Reorganization of Human Society”
We, the people of planet Earth, in order to assure a clear shift in the goals of the human social order,
do hereby empower the sacred order of the Planet Art Network to oversee the victory of culture,
which is peace, as the goal and purpose of human society in accord with the new Covenant and
Thirteen Moon Calendar. Henceforth art and not war will be the ultimate recourse for resolving human
conflict. The sacred order of PAN, through fostering a bioregional biodiversity of culture, assumes
the principle responsibility for reestablishing the human harmony within the greater harmony of the
biosphere as a living work of art.
Incorporated into PAN will be the long-term goal of redirecting humanity into its role as the
maintainer and improver of the biospheric artform; to establish all the new social forms and norms
in accord with the new Covenant and Thirteen Moon Calendar; and to assume responsibility for the
design of the programs for converting from industrial age “job” deployment of human energy to Earth
Sovereign activities that transform current materials and materialist labor into artistic forms and
activities, thereby assisting in the conversion from a culture of entertainment, where there is no time
for art, to a culture of peace where time is art. According to PAN, the meaning of human life is now
redefined according to how artful it is and how much it contributes to the greater harmony of the
biosphere. Any and all human activity is now considered art.
The sacred order of the Planet Art Network has no central coordinating authority, but is entirely
constituted of autonomous bioregional cooperatives who locally organize humans for the new roles,
while maintaining communication with other PAN bioregional operations. Much of the initial PAN
activity will be developed through cultural exchanges which disseminate methods of conversion as
well as inspired renderings of the new living epic of human life on Earth. In its overall planetary
bioregional organization the PAN will also be responsible for coordinating unifying planet art events
synchronized world-wide for the increase in collective telepathic awareness of humanity as a single
creative organism realizing its destiny within the biospheric arena of self-regulating evolution.
Henceforth, as the biospherically ordained order of human society organized according to the law
and moving principles of time, PAN is the new form of the human social order. Every human being
born into and/or operating in the new time of thirteen moons has innate membership in PAN. As
the emergency comprehensive social reform to cure for the ills of the old 12:60 time, PAN replaces
‘civilization.’
In reconstituting what was known as civilization, and following the organizational order of the
13:20 timing frequency, PAN is a sub-order of galactic civilization. All of intelligent life in this and
all galaxies organizes itself by and maintains communication according to the unifying law of time,
which is the 13:20 frequency. By command of the Dominion of Time, PAN is the biospheric social form
of humans bioregionally dispersed, cooperatively networked for maximum culture biodiversity in
preparation for the evolutionary synchronization known as the advent of the noosphere.
PAN is evolution at work. In the order of time, learning is life-long. The form of education and the
moving order of society are one and the same in the PAN model. The social form of time creates
inherent, moving social orders based on biological stages of life which are thence incorporated into
educational, artistic, and economic structures, and exemplified in the Council of Five. Each PAN
Council of Five consists of delegates from the five social Orders of Time.
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The five Orders of Time with their five castles of time designations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages

0-13, Children, League of Learners, Red Eastern Castle
13-26, Apprentices, League of Seekers, White Northern Castle
26-39, Journey people, League of Sharers, Blue Western Castle
39-52, Masters, League of Teachers, Yellow Southern Castle
52 +, Elders, League of Wizards, Green Central Castle

For any bioregional local group, a PAN Council of Five will always have delegates from each of the five
Orders of Time; input of any and all of the five Orders of Time is equally valid. Regardless of craft skill
or occupation, it is age and experience that determine the groupings of the Council of Five. Each Order
of Time has equal experience value to every other order. The Elders or League of Wizards have the final
authority to break deadlocks and are the ultimate arbiters of conflict.
The Elders of League of Wizards are further organized as follows:
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages
Ages

52-65
65-78
78-91
91-104
104+

Wizard Learners, Red League
Wizard Seekers, White League
Wizard Teachers, Blue League
Wizard Masters, Yellow League
Ancient Wizards, Green League

Henceforth, education is the responsibility of each local bioregional community. Each Order of
Time is responsible for its own organization and communication with the other Orders of Time.
No community decision can be made without input from all five Orders at a commonly called
Council meeting. Transition from one Order of Time to another, inclusive of the transitions of birth
and death, will be ceremonially acknowledged according to the customs and needs of the local
Bioregional unit.
Activation of PAN is voluntary and autonomous. Any group of artists and creative humans so inspired
may call themselves together for the formation of a local PAN spore — living art cell. Working with
members of local Calendar Councils, the PAN spores will have the responsibility of translating into new
forms of artistic action the directives of the new time. Ultimately, PAN will model all new social forms
based on the interlocking cycles of the Dominion of Time.
PAN will be identifiable in any community by the Banner of Peace, Rainbow Flag, Earth Flag, and
Galactic Shield of the Fifth Force flying over its headquarters. In the event of any conflict, members
experiencing the conflict will be remanded to the local PAN where the Council of Five will assign a
suitable artistic project to the members experiencing the conflict. Members of a local PAN may call
for bioregional PAN gatherings whenever it is deemed suitable or necessary. Gradually at first, but
sooner than later, PAN will absorb into itself all functions of governance, transmuting them into rites,
ceremonies and artforms that allow the people to channel their energy into creative and fulfilling
patterns of human transcendence
In order to assure swift communication of the presence of PAN, its goals and working methods, we,
the people of planet Earth do hereby empower the immediate initial task of the PAN to organize as
a total artistic event the “52 Days of Victory,” in order to demonstrate the power of art as an act of
peace, synchronizing and unifying the people into cooperative artistic forces of good will. During this
sacred 52-day cycle, the Boundary Dissolving Ceremony, the Olympics of Cooperation, the arousing of
Children’s Brigades, new time education, prisoner release, and beginning military conversion will be
among the assignments initiated by the order of PAN, on behalf of the Dominion of Time.
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